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About This Game

Super Meat Boy is a tough as nails platformer where you play as an animated cube of meat who's trying to save his girlfriend
(who happens to be made of bandages) from an evil fetus in a jar wearing a tux.

Our meaty hero will leap from walls, over seas of buzz saws, through crumbling caves and pools of old needles. Sacrificing his
own well being to save his damsel in distress. Super Meat Boy brings the old school difficulty of classic NES titles like Mega

Man 2, Ghost and Goblins and Super Mario Bros. 2 (The Japanese one) and stream lines them down to the essential no BS
straight forward twitch reflex platforming.

Ramping up in difficulty from hard to soul crushing SMB will drag Meat boy though haunted hospitals, salt factories and even
hell itself. And if 300+ single player levels weren't enough SMB also throws in epic boss fights, a level editor and tons of unlock

able secrets, warp zones and hidden characters.

Story mode, featuring over 300 levels spanning 5+ chapters

Play as a Head Crab! (Steam Exclusive)

33 legitimate Achievements

Warp zones that will warp you into other games
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Over 16 unlockable able and playable characters from popular indie titles such as, Minecraft, Bit.Trip, VVVVVV and
Machinarium

Epic Boss fights

Full Level Editor and Level Portal (January 2011)

A story so moving you will cry yourself to sleep for the rest of your life
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Title: Super Meat Boy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Team Meat
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2010

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian
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11/10 would play again for the Nazi grills. NEVER BUY THIS GAME
THE PRICE WENT UP FROM ABOUT 2-5$ TO THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ITS SUCKS HORRIBLE
GAMEPLAY AND EVERYTHING. great game! keep the good work!. Best strategy game series ever!!!. The game is perfect
for enjoying fighting with friends or play single mode or cooperative mode up to 6 persons. I liked the cartoon graphics, quite
bold decision to make unique image style. The game from small independent studio. Grade: 10\/10. A dream come true : )
Why..........

1. Plenty of choice between squads, weapons and spells.

2. Ability to make you own maps and campains.

3. Endless replay value.

4. Easy to learn....hard to master .......love it! : )

5. This is the next level to CHESS : )

Con .......

1. No CRAFTING of the games OR your own squad , weapons and spells.

Still ... as of to date 8/1/2017 My FAVORITE GAME! : )

. She's really cool, I love her second ability and a must buy for Hero Siege players. She's easy to understand and has fast attack
speed. Very nice. First off i did not pay 90 $ for this pieace of sht its 30 for me stop thinking i gave 90 ...
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Only got a 30 day of the unicorn this seems to be wrong i have send a ticket no responses yet in 2 days....

PS:

issue is fixed after 1 week they gave me a 120 day one.. This game is really annoying. You can't pickup anything unless you
have an objective to pick it up and you cant just hit escape to exit a dialog, you have to select "cancel" from the menu and
nobody has time for that. Lame.
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Great game! Just the best bits of gameplay, no ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, good story.. All the buttons are missing at the bottom on the
screen. Unplayable literally a huge was of money. This bug has been known for years yet developer doesn't fix.. Got it with a
Steam Coupon for 10 cents. Well basically this is a space shooter, kinda like asteroids. You pick your ship in the beginning with
different attributes and then shoot other ships in a quadratic area. On your way you pick up items like a shield or temporary
firing modes. Presented to you with neon pink and purple aesthetics and a really suprisingly great chiptune soundtrack for such a
little game. After 10 minutes you get every achievement and those other 8 hours of my playtime were basically just idling for
the cards.

I guess its alright if you like to get high scores and have not much to do and want to spend your time quickly. Otherwise there
isn't much to say about here to be honest.
. great game after all the changes and bug fixes the game runs great no crashing cant wait to see what the do with it next!. pretty
fun for the 10 minutes I played. It kind of reminds me of happy wheels. They could take this game and add different types of
flight devices or other things to play around with and it would be a little more attractive to the player. With what the games
offering right now I would not expect for this to be popular. Im only giving it a positive because it reminded me of happy
wheels. not my thing. Mengasuh anak setan ajg pant8. The Game is So fun Im Having fun when playing it But the chapter is alot
So i need A few days , month To Complete This game Overall This game is good I Buy this when i get A 90% Coupon. Yet
another failed release by United Independent Entertainment GmbH. This publisher should be BANNED from Steam for the
horrible and broken games they bring to the marketplace. (this one I couldn't even get to run for more than a few minutes without
it crashing, even after going through all the "fixes" listed around the internet to get this game working) Don't buy from this
publisher, UIG, ever!
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